VIRTUAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CALENDAR

Shifting Gears: Navigating the New Normal

SEPTEMBER
1  Maximizing Your Research Identity & Impact
2, 3, 4  Prioritizing Professional Development (same session offered separate dates/times)
3  Choosing a Citation Manager: Introducing Zotero, EndNote Basic, & Mendeley
4  Demystifying the Literature Review
4  Finding Funding (sponsored by Office of Research)
8  Three-Minute Thesis (3MT) Info Session
9  Choosing a Citation Manager: Introducing Zotero, EndNote Basic, & Mendeley
10  Conferencing during COVID: Attending, Presenting, & Networking Virtually
11  Maximizing Your Research Identity & Impact
15  Drop in with the Deans
16  Demystifying the Literature Review
17  Mobilizing Tools & Technology for Online Teaching (sponsored by GPC)
18  Imposter Syndrome (sponsored by GPC)
19  Saturday Morning Writing Retreat
22  Formatting your Thesis for Submission this Fall (sponsored by Office of Research)
23  Resiliency & Persistence in Graduate School
28  Three-Minute Thesis (3MT) Info Session
29  Formatting your Dissertation for Submission this Fall
29  Creating a Poster for an Academic Conference
30  Three-Minute Thesis (3MT) Info Session

Event Details & Registration Available at: gradschoolgateway.missouri.edu

Learn more about the gradESSENTIALS professional development framework at: gradschool.missouri.edu/grad-essentials

OCTOBER
1  U-Publish: Getting Your Article Published
2  Effective Collaboration & Mentoring (sponsored by Office of Research)
3  Grad Academy (application required)
6  Cultural Transitions for International Graduate Students
9  Storytelling Workshop
10  Saturday Morning Writing Retreat
12-16  Graduate Education Week
   - Preparing for & Landing Positions beyond the Professoriate in Higher Ed
   - Flexible Career Paths that are Viable & Promising: Success Stories
   - The Job Search ... Where to Begin? Assemble your Materials!
   - CV Docs (sponsored by GPC)
13  Drop in with the Deans
21  Cross-cultural Communication & Cultural Intelligence
29  Mizzou Three-Minute Thesis (3MT) Competition

NOVEMBER
4  Communicating Science
5  Communicating Your Research (all disciplines)
10  Drop in with the Deans
12  Getting Started with Grant Writing
12-14  Research & Creative Activities Forum (RCAF) (sponsored by GPC)
14  Saturday Morning Writing Retreat
18  Writing Recommendation Letters

DECEMBER
1  Maximizing Your Research Identity & Impact
9  End of Semester Reflection & Goal Setting for Spring 2021
14  All Day Writing Retreat